Cat® Synthetic GO

Synthetic gear oil for specified Cat direct drive transmissions, differentials, final drives and sealed-and-lubricated track joints

SAE 75W-140

Recommended Use
Cat Synthetic GO is a full synthetic multi-viscosity API GL-5 classification multipurpose gear oil for the following applications:

- Sealed-and-lubricated track pins on Cat Track-Type Tractors and Track-Type Loaders
- Track-Type Tractor equalizer bar ends
- Differentials and final drives on Cat Wheel-Tractor Scrapers, Wheel and Mini Excavators and certain Backhoe Loaders
- Specific Articulated Trucks as recommended in your Operation and Maintenance Manual
- Motor Grader circle drives
- Cold Planer direct drive transmissions, differentials and final drives
- Drum bearings on Vibratory Soil Compactors
- Speed reducers on augers and elevators

Discover the Difference
Cat Synthetic GO is tested and approved by Caterpillar to meet the same high standards as all Genuine Cat Parts.

- Factory-Fill—Used as standard factory-fill for Cat machines.
- Maximum Gear and Bearing Life—Provides ultimate protection against scoring and pitting of gear teeth and rolling-element bearings.
- Extended Track Life—Improves galling resistance, reduces seal wear and minimizes bushing end grooving in sealed-and-lubricated track joints.
- Wide Temperature Range—Offers superior stability at high temperatures and exceptional performance at low, even arctic, temperatures.
- Reduced Wear—Provides excellent oxidation resistance which reduces buildup of harmful deposits.
- Extreme-Pressure Performance—Offers powerful protection under extreme conditions.
CAT DEALERS DEFINE WORLD-CLASS PRODUCT SUPPORT.

We offer you the right parts and service solutions, when and where you need them.

The Cat Dealer network of highly trained experts keeps your entire fleet up and running to maximize your equipment investment.

BUILT FOR IT.